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Household navigation and manipulation for
everyday object rearrangement tasks

Shrutheesh R. Iyer*2, Anwesan Pal1, Jiaming Hu1, Akanimoh Adeleye1, Aditya Aggarwal1, and Henrik I. Christensen1

1Contextual Robotics Institute, UC San Diego
2Aurora Operations, Inc.

1,2{siyer, a2pal, jih189, akadeley, a9aggarwal, hichristensen}@ucsd.edu

Abstract—We consider the problem of building an assistive
robotic system that can help humans in daily household cleanup
tasks. Creating such an autonomous system in real-world envi-
ronments is inherently quite challenging, as a general solution
may not suit the preferences of a particular customer. More-
over, such a system consists of multi-objective tasks comprising
– (i) Detection of misplaced objects and prediction of their
potentially correct placements, (ii) Fine-grained manipulation
for stable object grasping, and (iii) Room-to-room navigation
for transferring objects in unseen environments. This work
systematically tackles each component and integrates them into a
complete object rearrangement pipeline. To validate our proposed
system, we conduct multiple experiments on a real robotic
platform involving multi-room object transfer, user preference-
based placement, and complex pick-and-place tasks. Additional
details including video demonstrations of our work are available
at https://sites.google.com/eng.ucsd.edu/home-robot.

Index Terms—long-term navigation, real-world manipulation,
preferential object placement

I. INTRODUCTION

Creating autonomous agents to aid human beings in ev-
eryday household chores has long been considered to be the
holy grail of service robotics research. In this work, we take
a step towards that goal by proposing a complete system for
an indoor tidy-up task. Usually, this comprises of identifying
misplaced objects in the environment, and transferring them to
their desired locations. Several aspects of this inherently long-
horizon task make it particularly challenging in a real-world
environment. Firstly, recognizing out of place objects in a
noisy environment is a non-trivial problem. While state-of-the-
art open-vocabulary object detectors [1]–[4] are quite adept at
localizing objects in a zero-shot manner, determining whether
they belong in a particular environment is more complicated,
as it also involves understanding scene context. Secondly,
user preferences for placing objects in the “correct” room
and surface (hereafter called receptacle), are often subjective,
thereby inhibiting the sole use of generic common-sense
reasoning models. Thirdly, manipulating unknown objects in
a cluttered environment is still an open research problem due
to the difficulty of affordance estimation and motion planning.
Finally, delivering an object to a previously unlabeled recep-
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Fig. 1. An example of a home-robot rearrangement task. At the initial state,
the robot identifies the mustard bottle object and determines that it is
misplaced in the office. Subsequently, the robot transports it to its correct
location in the kitchen on top of the counter-top. The semantic map used
for the navigation task is shown on the left with the robot’s trajectory.

tacle in the target room is particularly challenging, specially
if the precise location of said receptacle is unknown.

In this paper, we address each component for rearranging
household objects in a real-world setting utilizing the Fetch [5]
mobile manipulation platform. To ensure robustness and scal-
ability within the physical world, we propose a modular
system that is capable of performing (i) user-preference based
reasoning through collaborative filtering, (ii) fine-grained pick-
up of unknown objects and placement on previously unlabeled
receptacles, and (iii) multi-room rearrangement. All these
functionalities are coordinated by behavior trees that can
handle failure at different levels. An example of the operation
is shown in Figure 1.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II discusses existing approaches for object rearrangement in
home-robot environments. Section III has a description of
each component we use to perform the overall task, with a
summary of the integrated system in Section IV. We explain
the conducted experiments in detail in Section V, and provide
a summary of our work with some future goals in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Recently, indoor object rearrangement tasks using mobile
robots have received a lot of attention from the robotics and

https://sites.google.com/eng.ucsd.edu/home-robot


computer vision community. Due to the increasing number of
Embodied AI platforms available [6]–[11], several approaches
have been proposed for solving the complete mobile manip-
ulation task in a number of home environments. However,
most of these methods [6], [9], [12]–[14] are entirely trained
in simulation, and therefore rarely generalize to real-world
environments. Other works have adopted the task planning
approach, but are either restricted to specific tasks such as
folding clothes [15] and rearranging kitchens [16], or follow
a pre-defined template [17]. Some approaches [18]–[21] focus
on the human-robot interaction aspect, but not on autonomy.
Lately, large language models (LLMs) have gained popularity
for robotic manipulation, both for task planning [22]–[24],
as well as end-to-end execution [25]–[28]. While these large
foundational models are proficient at reasoning about object
semantics, accurately grounding the offline acquired knowl-
edge in a dynamic physical environment is still considered to
be a non-trivial problem. Two efforts closest to ours are that of
Wu et al. [22] and Castro et al. [29]. Wu et al. [22] use LLMs
to infer generalized user preferences and use it to tidy a room.
However, they do not handle fine-grained manipulation, need
rigorous prompt engineering to understand user preferences,
and are limited to within-room navigation. Castro et al. [29] do
consider room-to-room navigation, but they rely on manually
annotated prior semantic maps for querying the exact locations
of target rooms and receptacles. In contrast, we only build
a simple 2D geometric map with rough room locations, and
proceed to identify receptacles in the environment on the fly.

III. COMPONENTS

Our proposed ensemble system for home-robot rearrange-
ment contains four primary modules: scene recognition and
mapping, object rearrangement, manipulation, and navigation.

A. Semantic mapping and visual recognition

Our detection module perceives the environment in two
stages. The first stage involves construction of a semantic
map of the environment for localization, while the second
stage deals with recognition of objects in the environment. The
localization system uses Cartographer mapper [30] to generate
a LiDAR-based 2D occupancy-grid environment map. For
simplicity, we manually annotate the locations in the map with
a semantic label of the room category. This manual annotation
step can also be replaced by an automated module such as
[31]. We do not annotate locations of receptacles however, as
knowing their exact positions apriori is a strong assumption
in dynamic environments. For object recognition, we use the
DETIC [4] model trained on twenty-thousand object classes.
With this detector, we can detect both manipulable objects and
receptacle surfaces for the rearrangement task.

B. Object rearrangement

The rearrangement module involves repositioning objects in
the home, using both common-sense reasoning (to determine
target rooms) and human preferences (for selecting target
receptacles). We utilize a large human-labeled dataset [32] for

object placement preferences in homes, creating a knowledge
base to predict likely room locations for objects. Then, we
utilize user preference to capture diversity in human choices
for receptacle locations. However, the dataset does not contain
a particular user’s preference for all the objects, leading to
a sparse user-preference matrix. Thus, given scores and user
ranked preferences, we use collaborative filtering [33] to fill
out the sparse matrix. Subsequently, matrix factorization [34]
is performed to predict user ratings ru,i for user u and item
i. In our case, an item i refers to an object’s placement in a
particular room and receptacle. We can predict a user’s rating
using f(u, i) = γu ∗ γi. Here, γu ∈ Rd and γi ∈ Rd are
latent vectors representing the row of a user in matrix γU and
column of an item in matrix γI , and d is the lower dimensional
space. To choose parameters γ = {γu, γi} to closely fit the
data, we minimize a loss function using Mean Squared Error
with an L2 regularization term.

argmin
γ

1

|τ |
∑

ru,i∈τ

wu,i(ru,i − f(u, i))2 + λΩ(γ) (1)

where τ is our corpus of ratings and Ω(γ) is ℓ2 norm ||γ||22.
Our approach allows us to estimate the full preferences of
users’ desired correct object placement locations.

Object rearrangement involves two main steps: (1) Identify-
ing misplaced objects by checking if their current location is
in the top-k (10 in this work) likely locations from our user-
preference matrix, and (2) Predicting preference-based place-
ment by first determining the target room using common-sense
reasoning, and then identifying various potential receptacle
locations within that room based on a sampled user identity.

C. Manipulation of objects

The manipulation module includes planning to understand
and construct a scene, analyzing interaction methods with the
target object, and planning the required motion for effective
interaction, all aligned with the task goal.

Before constructing the planning scene, the robot in this
work possesses some prior knowledge of the environment. For
instance, it understands that most objects should be positioned
on a flat receptacle such as a table, or counter-top.
Therefore, the receptacle serves as a common obstacle during
our manipulation tasks, making it beneficial to prioritize its
search once an object is detected. Finally, the receptacle is
added as a single entity in the planning scene for efficient
collision detection, while a voxel set represents the remaining
non-target objects, optimizing resource usage.

Even though the robot knows the planning scene, interacting
with the target object is crucial. In this work, grasping is the
prevailing contact approach. For this, a learning-based grasp
prediction [35] model is utilized to estimate a set of possi-
ble grasping poses. However, pick-and-place is not the only
manipulation action available. The robot must also account
for potential object motions based on the task requirements.
For instance, it might need to open a drawer before placing
an object. Consequently, the robot must compute the required



Fig. 2. The overall architecture of the proposed system, as discussed in IV-A

motion to open it after identifying a set of arm configurations
to grasp the drawer handle. The robot may explore alternative
approaches if the motion is found before the timeout.

D. Semantic navigation

The navigation module aims to move the robot between
different locations for the rearrangement task, and is consid-
ered in two stages – (i) room-to-room navigation for planning
a path to the target room, and (ii) receptacle navigation for
navigating to the correct receptacle in the target room.

For room-to-room navigation, the 2D coordinate of the
center of the target room is first computed from the annotated
semantic map. Using this destination point, a heuristic point-
goal navigation algorithm is adopted to plan a trajectory by
avoiding obstacles along the way with the Navfn planner.
Upon reaching the target room, the receptacle navigation
module is called. First, the entire room is scanned for possible
receptacles for the held object, and the position of each
candidate receptacle is updated in the map by re-projecting the
detected object from the depth map of the camera. Then, the
most likely target receptacle is chosen as per the rearrangement
module III-B. Finally, a second heuristic planner is called to
make the robot move as close to the goal receptacle position as
is feasible in collision-free space, which is achieved through
the Carrot Planner.

IV. SYSTEM INTEGRATION

In this section, we first outline the primary structure of our
proposed system, and then discuss the flow of control using
behavior trees.

A. System Architecture

Figure 2 depicts the overall architecture of the proposed
system. The task plan is provided in the form of behavior trees,
as discussed in the next section. The localization module reads

the semantic map, along with sensor data, to get the robot’s
current coordinates in the room. The detector module reads
the sensor data, along with the robot’s location, and identifies
objects in the environment along with their 3D locations in
the map. The object rearrangement module obtains a list of
(object, receptacle, room) tuples from the perception and
localization modules to identify misplaced objects and propose
“correct” placements. The manipulation module picks up the
misplaced object. The target room for placement provides the
goal location for the navigator module, which then calls the
perception module to locate the target receptacle and navigate
to it. The manipulation module finally places the object either
on the receptacle or inside the receptacle, depending on the
specified goal from the rearrangement module.

B. Use of Behavior Trees for Integration

A key component of the complex home-robot system is the
composition of the different capabilities of the robot to execute
the task robustly and continuously. This calls for a control
architecture that is modular and capable of switching between
tasks such that the different tasks can be called anywhere
during the workflow. Consequently, Behavior Trees (BTs) are
used to monitor and orchestrate the flow of the entire system.
BTs is a modular control architecture developed for controlling
autonomous agents that supports reactive behavior. [36] A BT
consists of control nodes and leaf nodes, where the leaf nodes
are atomic operations that include actuation and sensing. The
control nodes are behavior nodes that chain together multiple
nodes. Each node (with its children) is a behavior that the
robot can exhibit. A behavior can be composed of multiple
behaviors. For instance, picking up a misplaced object is
composed of two behaviors: identifying a misplaced object
and picking up a target object.

Figure 3 shows the BT of the home-robot tidy module. The
system begins by calling the misplaced object identification



Fig. 3. The complete behavior tree of the home-robot tidy module

(OOP) method of the rearrangement module III-B. For every
object, potential placement candidates (PlacementCandidates)
are computed III-B. The Pickup Behavior III-C is called on
the misplaced object. RoomNavigator, followed by Recepta-
cleNavigator modules are executed, given by the placement
candidates. The PlaceBehavior is finally called to place the
object. If the place action fails, then the robot tries other
candidate receptacles until one succeeds, highlighting the BT’s
advantages. This is implemented through multiple Decorator
Nodes that can facilitate retry behaviors. The different mes-
sages from each behavior are passed around through black-
board mechanisms. The visual recognition module constantly
runs in the background throughout the episode. The system
continues to run until the robot either makes an unrecoverable
mistake (such as dropping the object or a hardware failure) or
all items are correctly placed.

V. EXPERIMENTS

We test our system through various real-world experiments,
involving (i) Semantic mapping and visual recognition for

generating coarse semantic environment representations and
detecting target objects and receptacle surfaces, (ii) Object
rearrangement for identifying and repositioning misplaced
objects, (iii) Object manipulation for ensuring stable object
interactions, and (iv) Semantic navigation for robot’s trajectory
planning with the generated semantic map. Figure 4 contains
a pictorial representation of each of our individual modules at
work for a tidy-up task. All the experiments are performed in
the real world using a simple apartment environment, created
from an actual communal office space within our laboratory.
The overall environment has an office space, living room, and
a kitchen as shown in the semantic map in Figure 4. The
following sections describe the different types of experiments.

A. Long-horizon object rearrangement

The first experiment that we consider is a long-horizon tidy-
up task, where the robot has to identify multiple misplaced
objects, and move them to their respective target locations
spanning multiple rooms. The rearrangement episode typically
begins with detecting a misplaced object, o1, in the environ-
ment. The entire tidy module is called to rearrange the object
to the correct location. Upon reaching the destination, the
robot further scans the environment for any other misplaced
objects. If it finds another such object o2, it repeats the
entire process sequentially until o2 has also been correctly
placed. Figure 5 illustrates the process where o1 = mug is
transported from an office table to the living-room table, and
o2 = mustard bottle is then moved from the living-room
table to the kitchen counter-top.

B. User-preference based object tidy-up

Our second experiment focuses on transferring an object o
to different locations, catering to individual user preferences.
This experiment acknowledges the subjective nature of object
placement in homes. Section III-B describes a collaborative-
filtering approach for generating a user matrix about how
objects can be placed differently based on human preference.
For this experiment, we sampled two users, U1 and U2, and
tabulated their preference regarding target room locations and
receptacle surfaces for eight different objects in Table I.

Detected objects: mug, marker, rubik's cube
Room: Office Receptacle: table
Is object in-place? NO, YES, YES
Probable correct placement: {Living room, table}

Visual recognition

Object rearrangement

Manipulation: Initial pickup

Manipulation: Final placement

Semantic mapping

Semantic navigation

Fig. 4. All proposed system components. Visual recognition module detects both target objects and receptacle surfaces. Object rearrangement module identifies
misplaced objects and suggest their desired location. The manipulation module ensures the reliability of each pick and place action. Mapping module builds
a 2D environment map and semantically paints it with room labels. Finally, the navigation module uses the semantic map to plan the robot’s trajectory.



Identify mug out-of-place

Pick-up mug
Navigate to living-room

Search for table
Navigate to table

Place mug on table

Identify mustard out-of-place

Pick-up mustard

Navigate to kitchen

Identify counter-top Navigate to counter-top

Place mustard on counter-top

Fig. 5. Long horizon rearrangement task. Initially, a mug is identified to be incorrectly placed on the office table. Then, the robot picks it up, and navigates to the
desired target location by first going to the livingroom, and then moving towards the table receptacle. After placing the mug, a second object mustard bottle
is found misplaced on the livingroom table. Subsequently, the robot picks the bottle, and transports it to the countertop in the kitchen.

We conducted real-world experiments using the mug object.
As per Table I, U1 considers the preferred target room to be
kitchen, with the top-2 receptacles surfaces being counter

and sink. In contrast, U2 desires the mug to be primarily
placed in the livingroom, with the top-2 receptacles being
table and shelf. Thus, we perform multiple real-world
episodes by sampling the preferences of U1 and U2 as our
object rearrangement module, respectively.

C. Complex interactions

A rearrangement task may require the robot to interact
with the environment before proceeding with object placement
beyond just picking and placing. For instance, placing an
object inside a closed receptacle. In this work, we demonstrate
this concept through the task of placing a Rubik’s Cube inside
a drawer. Because the drawer is initially closed, the robot

TABLE I
PREFERRED OBJECT PLACEMENTS FOR TWO SAMPLED USERS

Objects
Sampled user U1 Sampled user U2

Preferred Preferred Preferred Preferred
rooms receptacles rooms receptacles

rubik’s
cube

office [shelf, table] livingroom [drawer, table]
kitchen [counter, table] office [table, drawer]

livingroom [drawer, table] kitchen [drawer, table]

mustard
bottle

kitchen [drawer, counter] kitchen [shelf, counter]
livingroom [table, sofa] livingroom [table, drawer]

office [table, drawer] office [drawer, table]

marker
livingroom [drawer, shelf] office [table, drawer]

office [table, drawer] kitchen [table, drawer]
kitchen [drawer, table] livingroom [table, shelf]

cracker
box

kitchen [drawer, table] office [shelf, drawer]
livingroom [drawer, table] kitchen [drawer, table]

office [drawer, shelf] livingroom [drawer, sofa]

bleach
cleanser

livingroom [drawer, table] office [shelf, table]
office [shelf, table] kitchen [drawer, table]

kitchen [shelf, drawer] livingroom [table, drawer]

gelatin
box

office [table, shelf] livingroom [table, drawer]
kitchen [drawer, counter] office [table, shelf]

livingroom [drawer, table] kitchen [drawer, counter]
potted
meat
can

kitchen [counter, shelf] office [drawer, table]
livingroom [drawer, table] kitchen [counter, shelf]

office [drawer, table] livingroom [drawer, table]

mug
kitchen [counter, sink] livingroom [table, shelf]

livingroom [shelf, sofa] office [drawer, table]
office [drawer, table] kitchen [sink, drawer]

Fig. 6. The behavior tree to place an object into the drawer.

has to perform multiple sub-tasks based on the behavior tree
shown in Figure 6. Furthermore, as depicted in Figure 7, the
robot estimates a temporary location for the Rubik’s Cube and
predicts grasp poses to open the drawer. Following that, the
robot places the cube into the temporary location and opens the
drawer, so it can grasp and place the cube inside the drawer.

Pick-up rubik's cube Navigate to office Navigate to drawer Place cube on top to open drawer

Open drawerPick-up cubePlace cube inside drawerClose drawer

Fig. 7. In a multifaceted task such as placing a Rubik’s cube into a drawer,
a robot must undertake a series of interrelated actions. Initially, the robot
approaches the drawer. Recognizing that the drawer must be opened to place
the cube inside, it then discerns the need to temporarily set down the Rubik’s
cube. Only after opening the drawer can it successfully place the cube within.

VI. SUMMARY

The world needs a home robot that can do more than
vacuuming. We have presented key components for navigating
robustly in a home setting, for detecting of objects and



receptacles and determining if they are out of place. Skills
for manipulating and handling objects in a daily setting for
a task such as clean-up or reset of a home to a nominal
setting are introduced to allow clean-up. Finally, using a
combination of common-sense reasoning and recommender
systems, a strategy to detect objects out of place and suggest
improved locations to put them is discussed. All these tech-
niques are integrated into a consistent and robust framework
using behavior trees and implemented on the Fetch robot using
a ROS based architecture. We have demonstrated the final
system and how it can be used in a real-world scenario with
modest complexity, for clean-up of a space by placement of
objects in appropriate locations.

In this work, we mainly demonstrated an integration of
fundamental robotic skills in a modular representation for
house-hold tidy-up tasks. In the future, we want to aim for
longer-term testing across multiple environments, with an
additional goal of optimizing the system for speed in space
cleanup, such that it can compete with humans.
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